
FOR THE SOIL ASSOCIATION 

I have come to believe that the Soil Association symbol is now doing more harm than good and that 

Soil Association charity has become compromised by its licensing arm – so much so that the charity 

now promotes what her founders originally and passionately opposed. 

The Soil Association symbol could have been a way mark towards real change, because how & where 

we shop for food and what we buy are probably the most powerful influences on resources, climate 

and labour value – and so happiness. 

The founders of the Soil Association, Balfour, Howard, Massingham, Newman-Turner and so on were 

as much concerned with vanishing skills as with the replacement of careful soil husbandry with NPK.  

Cutting out the middle man (who had no skill) was a refrain of theirs. 

I wonder what they’d think of our deserted town centres, abandoned corner shops, workshops, and 

merely dormitory villages and their replacements – the edge of town encampments of the retail 

park? 

I think it would be plain to them that most of the resources they viewed in 1940 had become empty 

holes in the ground and also I think that they’d easily understand climate change.  Those millions of 

years of fossilised photo synthesis released through a few decades could easily have overwhelmed 

the pumping capacity of Earth’s lungs.   

“Organic” cannot describe a pack of food on a shelf, but only the methods used to produce it.  Like 

civilisation herself, organic describes a method and not a state.  It is what we do.  Organic methods 

are those which seek efficiency by imitating the cyclic behaviour of organisms.  The rule of return has 

been understood and applied in both agriculture and ethics over thousands of years – dust to dust! 

In recent years, because super markets (in Patrick Holden’s words) “are here to stay” cutting out 

middle men has been abandoned for simply increasing “organic” acreage.  This was given an 

egalitarian slant by suggesting that since most people shopped in super markets they also had a right 

to the best food.  So “organic” ceased to be a method and became a “state” – a pack of health food. 

When cultures become states to be protected and not methods of settlement they decay into 

decadence.  Similarly “organic” culture is in its decadent phase – protecting its state and identity – 

and also its “attractiveness”!  In a recent article Finn Cottle (of, I think. Organic Trade Board, Soil 

Association & Why I Love Organic campaign) derided proper shops as elitist while extolling retail 

parks as egalitarian, feet-on-the-ground providers for the times. (to be changed from within) 

  Once upon a time labels were designed to be informative.  Now they are universally promotional – 

ethical, green, sustainable, organic, bargain, fair trade, basic and so on.   Now Zero carbon labels 

increase consumption and increase CO2 emissions, while Organic labels increase super market 

consumption and dispossess convivial, diverse and efficient organic systems such as market squares. 

Those who would change systems from within almost always become changed themselves, while the 

system continues unchanged.  For instance, those who argue for social mobility must approve the 

unequal system they profess to oppose. 



Organic labels suggest that we can buy organic dispensation for super market guilt.  We are 

encouraged into super markets by the suggestion (in the despicable carbon trade-off manner) that 

by buying “organic” labels we encourage “organic” acreage and so balance the inefficiency of 

centralised oil-powered procurement and distribution.  We ridicule the medieval pilgrim whose good 

deeds compensate for the bad on St Peter’s list - but this is no different.  We behave profligately and 

badly by shopping a super market.  The good citizen should surely behave as well as she can on 

every occasion?  The bad remains however much good we do. 

Even so, the Soil Association symbol now does more harm than good.  It verifies the unsustainable, 

linear, oil-dependant retail parks and so evacuates durable, complex, cyclic, organically-evolved 

town centres.  It makes it harder to trade in a town centre and also to ask for resource and labour 

value.  It endorses an amoral, de-humanised commodity market in the same produce which 

demands valuation if human systems are to survive.  

BUT THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE SOIL ASSOCIATION TO RE-FIND BOTH HER ROOTS AND HER 

FUTURE AND TO DO SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL AND TRUE TODAY! 

Most people shop in super markets and many seek the Soil Association symbol there.  It is widely 

held to be the most worthy of organic symbols. 

There is little doubt that the evacuation of retail parks and the re-habitation of evolved, ancient, 

complex, convivial, durable AND FUTURE systems such as town centres is the largest contribution we 

can make to mitigate climate change and to both live within our means and to provide potential 

structures for our children’s needs.  The process would be complex – involving a symbiosis of many 

skills and of trial and error, but it could inspire the ingenuity and dexterity of many who now sit on 

their hands and sometimes think of nothing much. 

Just imagine, dear soil associates - the flashing cameras of media vultures crowding in, as we 

withdraw our symbol from centralised procurement/distribution systems and re-post them like way-

marks or pilgrims cockle shells towards a better and happier way of life.  It may be a little 

embarrassing? 

Centralised systems employ a very few centralised brains.  Diverse systems employ a complexity of 

many – each specific to a trade, a season, a terrain, type of soil..... 

Most people at the conference will not need to be told that it may be too late to avoid those two 

degrees for the flood, three for the famine.... We’ll need very many brains and also very many 

specific senses. 

People who have nowhere to shop but in a super market (I know there are many) will still find 

organically grown produce there bearing the EC logo and those of other certifiers and so the Soil 

Association has no obligation to those needs. 

It does have an obligation to promote organic systems and as none of us need telling - organic 

systems embrace the whole - from soil to plant to animal to distant kitchen tables and the cultural 

techniques to connect them.  At the moment organically certified (lack of) systems disconnect them. 



As an organic farmer I also fail to my own extents – my surplus does still end in super markets.  In 

mine and I hope the Soil Association’s future it will either end there as not organic, or with the pack-

house’s organic EC & other logo. 

A recent SA conference was entitled “Business as Usual is not an Option”.  Well SA business has 

remained unchanged for a dozen years.  (It changed dramatically for the worse about that time!)  

Soil Associated business as usual is no longer an option.  I appeal to the younger staff members of 

the Soil Association to do the right thing and to shrug off the anachronistic generation (my own) 

which has so lead us astray: Patrick Holden, Peter Melchet, Helen Browning, Craig Sams and so on. 

All the organic acreage to supply all the retail parks of all the towns will not balance those many 

millions of years of fossilised (also organically-grown) photo synthesis.  If we abandon the super 

market, so that our symbol may only be found in high streets, village, corner and proper shops and 

market squares, then all the skills of all the fields and all the towns may resume the beginnings of a 

beautiful friendship. 

 

 

 


